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A B S T R A C T

An agricultural producer's crop yield and the subsequent farming revenues are affected by many complex factors,
including price fluctuations, government policy and climate (e.g., rainfall and temperature) extremes.
Geographical diversification is identified as a potential farmer adaptation and decision support tool that could
assist producers to reduce unfavourable financial impacts due to the variabilities in crop price and yield, as-
sociated with climate variations. There has been limited research performed on the effectiveness of this strategy.
This paper proposes a new statistical approach to investigate whether the geographical spread of wheat farm
portfolios across three climate broad-acre (i.e., rain-fed) zones could potentially reduce financial risks for pro-
ducers in the Australian agro-ecological zones. A suite of popular and statistically robust tools applied in the
financial sector based on the well-established statistical theories, comprised of the Conditional Value-at-Risk
(CVaR) and the joint copula models were employed to evaluate the effectiveness geographical diversification.
CVaR is utilised to benchmark the losses (i.e., the downside risk), while the copula function is employed to model
the joint distribution among marginal returns (i.e., profit in each zone). The mean-CVaR optimisations indicate
that geographical diversification could be a feasible agricultural risk management approach for wheat farm
portfolio managers in achieving their optimised expected returns while controlling the risks (i.e., target levels of
risk). Further, in this study, the copula-based mean-CVaR model is seen to better simulate extreme losses
compared to the conventional multivariate-normal models, which underestimate the minimum risk levels at a
given target of expected return. Among the suite of tested copula-based models, the vine copula in this study is
found to be a superior in capturing the tail dependencies compared to the other multivariate copula models
investigated. The present study provides innovative solutions to agricultural risk management with advanced
statistical models using Australia as a case study region, also with broader implications to other regions where
farming revenues may be optimized through copula-statistical models.

1. Introduction

Climate variability significantly influences agricultural production
and the subsequent revenues received from the sale of various crops.
However, recent extreme climatic events have been linked to large
losses in agricultural production, in both developing and developed
nations (Barriopedro et al., 2011; Coumou and Rahmstorf, 2012; Herold
et al., 2018). For instance, about one-quarter of the damaged agri-
cultural production in developing nations has been associated with
extreme climate-related disasters (FAO, 2015). In addition, the study of

Lesk et al. (2016) reported that extreme drought and heat events have
also caused a significant decline in cereal production ranging from 9 to
21% in both developed and developing nations. To mitigate and pos-
sibly, to reduce agricultural yields and the associated financial losses
that could be triggered by extreme climate events, agricultural adap-
tation strategies are required.

Portfolio theory suggests that the geographical diversification
strategy could assist farmers in reducing the impacts of the variabilities
faced in respect to the crop yield and prices associated with climate
variabilities and the changes in other types of factors (Bradshaw et al.,
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2004; Mishra et al., 2004). This means that farming systems are di-
versified over space to reduce the impact of systemic risks. However,
the effectiveness of geographical diversification strategies in agriculture
is to date poorly studied (see Larsen et al., 2015). To address this need,
especially for agricultural reliant nations (e.g., Australia), this study
aims to investigate the utility of geographical diversification in port-
folio management of wheat farming, an important grain crop for Aus-
tralia's agricultural sector (Murray and Brennan, 2009).

In classical Markowitz mean-variance (MV) portfolio optimisation,
efficient portfolios are optimised to minimise their variances and to
reduce overall financial risk (Markowitz, 1952). Hence, each portfolio
along the efficient frontier must have a minimum variance for that level
of return. However, despite its popularity, the MV method has limita-
tions. For example, the variance metric is a symmetrical measure that
does not take into consideration the direction of the co-movement.
Minimising the variance penalises the downside risk in a manner ap-
pearing the same as the upside risk of the portfolio return distribution.
This is an issue since an asset that experiences better than the expected
return is deemed to be a risky scenario relative to an asset that is suf-
fering from a lower than expected return. To address this issue, alter-
native risk-based measures such as the Value-at-Risk (VaR) and the
Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) have been introduced to replace the
MV method.

Rockafellar and Uryasev (2000) have recommended CVaR as a
measure of alternative risk that is preferred to the common VaR con-
cept. A CVaR-based optimised portfolio only penalises for the loss (i.e.,
the downside risk), and not the gain (i.e., upside risk) in the portfolio
return distribution. It is related to but is superior to the VaR for opti-
misation applications for several reasons. Firstly, the CVaR tends to
satisfy the four properties of a coherent risk measure; translation in-
variance, monotonicity, subadditivity and positive homogeneity (Pflug,
2000). Secondly, the VaR is able to describe a loss of X or greater than
this, and thus, this last clause tends to be omitted in most cases when
people quote the VaR. CVaR, on the contrary, is an estimate of the size
of the tail loss, which gives a more accurate estimate of the associated
risk.

In the existing literature, common methods of calculating the CVaR
normally consists of the variance-covariance, historical and the Monte
Carlo simulation (Chernozhukov and Umantsev, 2001; Zhu and
Fukushima, 2009). Calculating CVaR also involves an estimation of the
tails of the joint distribution among the marginal returns (i.e., the profit
of each farm that is considered in the problem). However, the variance-
covariance and historical simulation method have some degree of re-
strictions, which might not be always reasonable, and necessarily true
in practice. For example, the variance-covariance method assumes the
returns to be normally distributed, which can be problematic from a
practical point of view. This is because many financial returns have
elongated and broadened tails in the dataset so a normal distribution
assumption can seriously underestimate the size (and the pivotal role)
of the tail end of the data (Ang and Chen, 2002; Embrechts et al., 2001;
Longin and Solnik, 2001). Simulations based on historical data also
assumes that the distributions of the returns in the future are similar to
those in the past. Furthermore, in most cases, there are relatively few
data points that are present in, for example, the 0–5th percentile or
extreme tail of the distribution. The Monte Carlo method is therefore
preferred in such circumstances since it is able to calculate the CVaR in
a similar fashion to historical simulation, while also being based on the
randomly generating scenarios from a model whose parameters are
acquired from the historical data.

As mentioned above, the non-linear interdependence at the tails
between the marginal returns need to be captured more effectively
relative to conventional approaches in order to obtain accurate esti-
mations of CVaR. This requires a robust multivariate prediction model
that is capable of fully capturing the joint dependence structure among
the related variables. A conventional approach commonly relies on the
utilization of a multivariate-normal distribution that assumes a

normality of the considered variable(s). However, there is no doubt that
the agricultural prices and crop yields have been shown to be non-
normally distributed (e.g., Goodwin and Ker, 2002), and therefore, any
approach that does not consider this important data limitation aspect
can lead to erroneous conclusions. Fortunately, copula functions (that
can analyse non-linearity in multivariate data) is able to provide an
alternative statistical approach to modelling the joint distribution of
multivariate datasets, allowing one to specify the marginal distribution
among the tested variable and their dependence structures in-
dependently. Due to their distinct merits in modelling multivariate joint
distributions, copula-based models have been applied extensively in
many fields such as insurance and financial risk modelling (Hu, 2006;
Kole et al., 2007), hydrology and water resources (Chowdhary et al.,
2011; Favre et al., 2004), drought studies, agricultural and precipita-
tion forecasting (Bessa et al., 2012; Ganguli and Reddy, 2012; Janga
Reddy and Ganguli, 2012; Nguyen-Huy et al., 2017; Vergni et al., 2015;
Nguyen-Huy et al., 2018).

Although copula method is a popular tool in financial risk literature
in general and also in portfolio analysis (Boubaker and Sghaier, 2013;
Huang et al., 2009; Kresta and Tichý, 2012), its application in agri-
cultural risk management and crop insurance aspects are relatively
recent (Bokusheva, 2014; Goodwin and Hungerford, 2014; Nguyen-Huy
et al., 2018; Okhrin et al., 2013; Vedenov, 2008). Furthermore, the
published literature in this area shows limited research has been un-
dertaken regarding the application of copulas in geographically di-
versifying risks in agriculture. In spite of this, some studies are parti-
cularly notable, for example, Larsen et al. (2015) proposed a copula-
based mean-CVaR model to inspect the potential benefits of risk re-
duction using a geographical diversification strategy for the case of a US
wheat farming scenario. The authors applied multivariate Archimedean
copula model and compared it with a traditional multivariate-normal
model as a benchmark tool. The mean-CVaR optimisation results in-
dicated the effectiveness of geographical diversification in risk man-
agement strategy from a farm's marginal return viewpoint. It was not
surprising to note that the multivariate-normal model led to an un-
derestimation of the minimum level of associated risk faced by the
wheat farmer at a given level of agricultural profitability. Importantly,
the study concluded the copula-based model performed more appro-
priately for extreme losses of the farm profitability. However, the
multivariate Archimedean copulas assume the same dependence para-
meter among the pair of variables. This sort of assumption is unrealistic
in practical scenario (Hao and Singh, 2016; Zhang and Singh, 2014;
Nguyen-Huy et al., 2018).

In this paper, we focus on wheat, a primary cereal crop in Australia.
However, wheat is mostly grown in drylands in Australia (i.e., as a rain-
fed crop) that exhibits one of the world's most extreme variable climate
conditions (Portmann et al., 2010; Turner, 2004). However, to the best
of the authors' knowledge, the effectiveness of geographical diversifi-
cation including the mean-CVaR optimisation in risk management
strategy has not been examined in Australian farming contexts. The
present study, therefore, utilises the contemporary vine copula method
in Monte Carlo simulation approach for calculating the corresponding
value of CVaR. This approach allows to randomly generate the sce-
narios of the marginal returns of wheat farming based on their joint
distribution. The primary merit of vine copula model (Nguyen-Huy
et al., 2017, 2018) (in comparison to the other types of multivariate
copulas) is that it allows the integration of different bivariate copulas
for the modelling of the flexible dependence among the pairwise vari-
able disregarding the marginal selections differences (Bedford and
Cooke, 2002).

By extending previous studies in the context of agricultural yield
modelling and seasonal precipitation forecasting studies in Australia
(Nguyen-Huy et al., 2017, 2018), the aims of the present study are as
follows. (1) To investigate the effectiveness of the geographical di-
versification strategy in reducing risks in agricultural operations. (2) To
demonstrate a robust statistical method, the vine copula-based mean-
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CVaR model, for quantifying optimum amount of diversification needed
for given level of risk. (3) To compare the traditional multivariate-
normal, multivariate Archimedean and vine copula model in simulating
the extreme losses. The vine copula-based mean-CVaR approach is ex-
pected to perform better and provide further insights into improving
conventional multivariate-normal models that underestimate the
minimum risk levels at a given target of profitability.

2. Materials and method

2.1. Data

In this study, we used aggregated yield and financial data from three
of Australia's key wheat producing zones collected from the Department
of Agriculture and Water Resources, Australian Government (AgSurf)
(http://apps.daff.gov.au/agsurf/) for the period 1990–2016. The three
broad-acre wheat zones include Wimmera (Victoria), Eyre Peninsula
(South Australia), and the North and East Wheat Belt (Western
Australia) where the “()” show the respective wheat growing States. For
conciseness and consistency, the study site names henceforth are based
on Australian States (i.e., VIC, SA & WA, respectively) for each of the
wheat growing zone. These zones, reported in previous studies
(Nguyen-Huy et al., 2017, 2018) have been selected as they are geo-
graphically distinct spanning across a wide range of climatic and wheat
growing conditions and so are expected to expose to different risks at
different times (Fig. 1).

The data are as per farm averages, including the wheat receipts ($),
the total area sown (ha) and the costs per hectare ($/ha). The total cost
consists of the contracts, chemicals, electricity, fertiliser, fuel, interest
paid, water charges, repairs, seed, insurance, labour and some of the
other related expenses. Marginal returns measured at the farm profit-
ability are expressed as the percentage of the gross revenue exceeds the
total cost. The marginal return of the ith zone ri, =i( 1,2,3) is calculated
as follows (Larsen et al., 2015):

=gross revenue wheat receipts toal area shown/ (1)

=
−

r
gross revenue total

gross revenue
cost

i
(2)

3. Method

3.1. Conditional Value-at-risk

Suppose that f x y( , ) denotes a loss function depending upon the
decision x , to be chosen from a feasible set of a realistic portfolio X , and
a random vector y. Let Ψ x α( , ) be the probability that the loss f x y( , )
does not exceed some threshold value α. The VaR function α x( )β , which
is the percentile of the loss distribution at the confidence level β, is
formally defined as (Rockafellar and Uryasev, 2000):

= ∈ ≥α x α Ψ x α β( ) min{ ( , ) }.β  (3)

By this definition, CVaR is able to measure the conditional ex-
pectation of the losses greater than that amount α. Therefore, the CVaR
function ϕ x( )β is defined mathematically as follows (Rockafellar and
Uryasev, 2000):

∫= − −
>

ϕ x β f x y p y dy( ) (1 ) ( , ) ( ) ,β f x y α x
1

( , ) ( )β (4)

Where p y( ) is the probability density function of the random vector y. It
is clear that the CVaR is a greater bound for the VaR at the same
confidence level. Also, with many advantages stated in the previous
section, CVaR offers a more consistent risk measure than VaR and
generally results more efficient in the context of portfolio optimisation
(Mulvey and Erkan, 2006). In addition, CVaR can be expressed as a
convex function allowing the construction of the portfolio optimisation
problem which can be efficiently solved by linear programming tech-
niques as shown in (Rockafellar and Uryasev, 2000) and will be de-
scribed in the forthcoming method section. Although VaR plays a role
in the optimal portfolio approach, it exposes some inherent restrictions
as mentioned above. Therefore, the risk of high losses could be reduced
through minimising CVaR rather than minimising VaR since a portfolio
with low CVaR will necessary have low VaR as well (Rockafellar and
Uryasev, 2000).

3.2. Portfolio optimisation problem

Suppose a portfolio consists of n production zones with a random
percentage of the marginal returns r r, ..., n1 , the marginal expected re-
turn E r[ ]i and wi is a share of the total hectares allocated to the pro-
duction zone (i.e., the decision vector or weight). The farmer's portfolio
optimisation problem, in the context of the agricultural sector, is to
maximise the expected returns (sum of all marginal expected returns
multiply with the corresponding weights) of the portfolio given a spe-
cified risk level β. The portfolio optimisation problem can then be
formulated as (Larsen et al., 2015):

∑− −
=

maximise w E r[ ],
i

n

i i
1 (5)

− −⎧
⎨⎩

≤

∑ ==

subject to
ϕ w ϕ

w
,

( )

1
,

β i

i
n

i1 (6)

where ϕ is defined as the target risk (CVaR) levels.

3.3. Calculating Conditional Value-at-risk

To solve the subject function in Eq. (6), the CVaR function in Eq. (4)
can be expressed as (Rockafellar and Uryasev, 2000):

∫= + − −− +
F w α α β f w r α p r dr( , ) (1 ) [ ( , ) ] ( ) ,β

1
(7)

where the indicator function:

= ⎧
⎨⎩

>
≤

+I I when I
when I[ ] 0

0 0.
(8)

The integral in Eq (7) can be approximated further by sampling the

Fig. 1. Location of the broad-acre wheat zones in Australia that spans across
different growing conditions. Wheat is grown mostly in temperate climate
condition in Wimmera (Victoria, VIC). Eyre Peninsula (South Australia, SA)
exhibits a mixture of the temperate and savanna while the entire North and East
Wheat Belt (Western Australia, WA) is dominated by savanna.
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probability distribution of r based on its density p r( ) as (Rockafellar
and Uryasev, 2000):

∑= +
−

−∼

=

+F w α α
m β

f w r α( , ) 1
(1 )

[ ( , ) ] .β
j

m

j
1 (9)

Therefore, the portfolio optimisation problem, as shown in Section
2.2.2, can be alternately formulated as the following linear program-
ming problem:

∑− − +
− =

minimise α
m β

u1
(1 )

,
j

m

k
1 (10)

− −

⎧

⎨

⎪

⎩
⎪

∑ ≥
− ≤

≤
∑ =

=

=

subject to

w E r R
f w r α u

u
w

,

[ ]
( , )

0
1

,

k
n

i i

j k

k

i
n

i

1

1 (11)

where − =+f w r α u[ ( , ) ]j k and R denotes the target expected returns.
The sampling of vector r based on the copula methods is introduced in
the next section. The linear optimisation problem was solved using the
R-package fPortfolio (Würtz et al., 2009).

3.4. Copulas

As stipulated above, the calculation of the CVaR using the Monte
Carlo simulation method requires a knowledge of the joint distribution
of all marginal returns involved in the portfolio. To fulfill this re-
quirement, Sklar (1959) theorem suggests that the joint distribution
F x x( , ..., )n1 can be expressed as:

=F x x C F x F x( , ..., ) [ ( ), ..., ( )],n n n1 1 1 (12)

where →C: [0,1] [0,1]n is a unique copula function and F x( )i i are mar-
ginal distributions (margins) of variables of interest. Note that Eq. (12)
implies that the unknown joint distribution can be constructed by two
separate parts, including the copula function and the marginal dis-
tributions of the historical marginal returns.

Regarding the most suitable copula function, in this study, we have
considered several copulas that are commonly classified into different
families based on their construction methods, comprising, but not
limited to, the elliptical, Archimedean, vine, empirical, extreme value,
and the entropy copulas. For more details on the full suite of copula
functions, readers are referred to the studies of Joe (1996), Nelsen
(2006), and Bedford and Cooke (2002). In this paper, the first three
families including the elliptical, Archimedean, and vine copula are
tested and compared. The estimation and usage of these functions are
described in the next section.

3.5. Construction of the copula-based model

We employ the vine copula approach that was previously utilised in
our earlier published work (Nguyen-Huy et al., 2017, 2018) to develop
vine copula-based models for this study. Here, we briefly describe the
main steps of the vine copula model construction procedure. The first
step in constructing the copula model is to select the theoretical dis-
tribution functions that are able to approximately describe the histor-
ical marginal returns. This study adopts the parametric approach to fit
the historical marginal returns since later in the simulating process, the
reverse distribution function needs to be used to transform the copula-
modelled data back to the real scale values.

A set of twenty-five theoretical probability distributions are fitted to
the marginal return data, which follows earlier studies (Nguyen-Huy
et al., 2017, 2018). The candidate distribution is selected based on a
statistical assessment of the goodness-of-fit test, i.e., the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov statistic (KS). If the p-value of the KS test is greater than 0.05,
we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the observed data follow that

specific distribution. Then, the distribution with a lower Akaike In-
formation Criterion (AIC) is selected for that data. Further, the gra-
phical analysis is also performed to support selecting the most appro-
priate distribution function as in our previous works (Nguyen-Huy
et al., 2017, 2018).

In the second step, the copula parameters are estimated using the
maximum pseudo-likelihood method (Chowdhary et al., 2011), re-
quiring the marginal return data to be transformed in the unit hy-
percube. In general, this transformation can be performed by applying
either the fitted distribution (selected in the first step) or the empirical
distribution. Here we utilise the empirical method (Genest and Favre,
2007) to ensure that the dependence structure between the pairwise
data is independent of the marginal distributions. Thus, the marginal
returns are transformed into the pseudo-data using the corresponding
empirical distribution function F (.) as =u F r( )i i . Henceforth, the co-
pula parameters θ are estimated through the maximum pseudo-like-
lihood estimation method (Chowdhary et al., 2011):

∑=
∈ =

θ̂ c u u θarg max ln ( , ..., ; ),
θ Θ t

T

t nt
1

1
(13)

where c (.) is the copula density. The most accurately fitted copula
model is selected based on the Akaike Information Criterion

= − +AIC ll k2 ln( ) 2max as the function of the maximum log-likelihood
value ll( )max and the number of estimated parameters k.

Subsequently, a random vector u u( , ..., )n1 whose marginal distribu-
tions follow a uniform distribution is generated using the selected co-
pulas. The steps in randomly generating the data samples from the
fitted copulas are in accordance with the study of Brechmann (2010).
Finally, the simulated realizations of the marginal return for each zone
are obtained by inverse transformation following

= − −r r F u F u( , ..., ) [ ( ), ..., ( )]n n n1 1
1

1
1 . The six popular copula functions and

their rotated functions were employed in this analysis including Gaus-
sian, Student's t (symmetric but heavier tails), Clayton, Gumbel, Frank,
and Joe. These copula functions are employed in the construction of
both multivariate Archimedian and vine copula models. Readers may
refer to the previously published study of Zhang and Singh (2014) for
more details on the multivariate elliptical and Archimedean copulas,
including vine copulas. The computations are performed using several
packages, including: copula (Yan, 2007) and VineCopula
(Schepsmeier et al., 2017) available in R software (R Core Team, 2016).

Further applications of a vine copula model in climate extreme
event prediction and agricultural yield simulation can be found in our
earlier studies (e.g. (Nguyen-Huy et al., 2017; Nguyen-Huy et al.,
2018)).

4. Results and discussion

In this section, the modelled results generated to solve the problem
of farming portfolio-optimisation based on optimal copula-statistical
model are provided with a physical interpretation in context of the
applied models and the problem of interest. Fluctuations in marginal
returns potentially associated with extreme climate conditions are
firstly represented. Henceforth, the results of the copula model selection
are described using multivariate copulas and vine copula functions. The
conventional multivariate-normal model is also developed, for a com-
parison of the results with multivariate copulas and vine copula models.
Finally, we discuss the mean-CVaR optimisations and optimal portfolio
allocation results derived from models at different confidence levels.

4.1. Variations in the marginal return

Fig. 2 illustrates the historical marginal returns of each wheat
growing zones in Australia. The pattern of marginal return at SA ap-
pears to be most stable, except for 2007–8. The extreme losses occur-
ring in all zones for the period 2006–7 may be associated with one of
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most severe drought conditions on record, caused by the El Niño event
across most of Australia (Bureau of Meteorology). However, it is noted
that the marginal return at each zone generally moves in an opposite

direction to that in other zones. It can be observed clearly during the El
Niño year of 2006–07, while the marginal returns at the SA and the WA
farms dropped severely, that at the VIC farm increased considerably.
Moreover, the marginal returns at VIC and SA farms are seen to fluc-
tuate during the five consecutive El Niño years of 1991–5 (https://
www.longpaddock.qld.gov.au/), however, that of the WA farm during
the same period either remained stable or increased. If we study the
data further, the opposite co-movement of the marginal returns is also
indicated by the generally low correlation coefficients and the different
degrees of dependence between the marginal returns of each study zone
pair (see Table 1). The stochastic nature of the marginal returns at these
study zones clearly suggests that the geographical diversification can be
considered as a feasible risk management strategy to possibly assist the
wheat farmers in reducing their losses.

In Table 2, we summarize the basic statistics of the historical mar-
ginal returns. The difference between the highest (i.e., SA) and the
lowest (i.e., WA) average marginal return is found to be approximately
14%. Notably, VIC is seen to have the widest range of marginal return
that varies from −26% (loss) to 58% (gain), while the marginal return
at SA is seen to be the smallest, ranging from −19% to 53%. The
highest marginal return at WA is approximately 52%, whereas the
lowest is approximate −38%. It is worth pointing out that the max-
imum and the minimum values of the marginal returns at the VIC and
WA study sites suggest that these farming zones might potentially yield
a high profitability but they may also potentially have an extremely low
profitability. Both of these zones have the highest standard deviation, as
expected. Conversely, the SA farming region does not exhibit extreme
values of marginal return accompanying the lowest standard deviation.
Therefore, a visual conclusion derived from the analysis of the summary
statistics is that the growing of wheat in SA is likely to gain a more
stable benefit and a reduction in some risks. However, the skewness and
kurtosis also expose VIC has the lowest outliers in the lower tail (ex-
treme losses).

Table 2 also provides information regarding the higher moments of
the marginal return data indicating the unreality of the normal as-
sumption of marginal returns. It can be seen that WA study site has the
highest absolute values of the skewness (2.13) and the kurtosis (5.90)
factors, following by SA (1.5 and 1.9, respectively), meanwhile those
are the lowest at VIC (1.24 and 1.73, respectively). According to Curran
et al. (1996), a normal distribution has the skewness equal to 0 and the
kurtosis equal to 3. It is clear that the skewness and kurtosis of all the
three zones are significantly different to those of normal distribution.
Therefore, it is suggested that the distributions of the marginal returns
at three zones are non-normal and asymmetric. The results from the
Shapiro-Wilk normality test also reject the hypothesis that the marginal
return data are normally distributed with p-values less than 0.1. These
results, therefore, question the practice of the linear correlation analysis
and normal assumptions in previous studies, to justify the use of the
non-linear copula approach that is pursued in this study.

Fig. 2. Historical marginal returns over the period study 1990–2016 at the three wheat production zones in Australia: VIC, SA and WA.

Table 1
The degree of dependence of the farm-level return margins across the different
wheat growing study sites across Victoria (VIC), South Australia (SA) and
Western Australia (WA) measured by the Pearson's correlation coefficient,
Spearman's rho, and the Kendall's τ parameters.

Tested Study Site VIC SA WA

Pearson's correlation coefficient
VIC 1.0000 0.3643 0.3585
SA 1.0000 0.5770
WA 1.0000
Spearman's rho
VIC 1.0000 0.4438 0.3358
SA 1.0000 0.1978
WA 1.0000
Kendall's τ
VIC 1.0000 0.3105 0.2422
SA 1.0000 0.1339
WA 1.0000

Table 2
Summary statistics for the return margins at the three wheat zones: VIC, SA and
WA.

Statistical Property VIC SA WA

Mean 0.3018 0.3385 0.2962
Maximum 0.5825 0.5251 0.5150
Minimum −0.2630 −0.1849 −0.3816
SD 0.1808 0.1699 0.1776
Skewness −1.2370 −1.5076 −2.1309
Kurtosis 1.7342 1.9601 5.9013
Shapiro-Wilk test 0.8991 0.8436 0.8071
p-value 0.0128 0.0009 0.0002

Table 3
Selected marginal distributions with their parameters, Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC), and the p-value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic for mar-
ginal returns.

Zones Distribution Parameters AIC p-value

VIC Generalised Logistic location= 0.4533 −17.9163 0.9498
scale= 0.0421
shape=0.2529

SA Generalised Logistic location= 0.5047 −30.1221 0.9975
scale= 0.0130
shape=0.0775

WA Generalised Logistic location= 0.4586 −26.0397 0.9942
scale= 0.0217
shape=0.1302
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4.2. Copula model

As the first step of the model construction, the historical marginal
returns are fitted to the theoretical distribution curves (Nguyen-Huy
et al., 2017, 2018). All of the three historical marginal return data can

be appropriately described by the generalised logistic distribution with
the estimated parameters shown in Table 3. The graphical assessment
involves the density, cumulative distribution function, quantile-quan-
tile, and probability-probability plots, which are analysed to confirm
the marginal distribution results. Fig. 3 displays the density and

Fig. 3. Graphical analysis of goodness-of-fit for selecting marginal distributions approximate to VIC (a–b), SA (c–d), and WA (e–f) returns with density and quantile-
quantile plots.
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quantile-quantile plots (as for example), while graphical analysis of
goodness-of-fit in conjunction with statistical test in Table 3 support the
selection of the generalised logistic distribution for fitting the returns in
VIC, SA, and WA.

Table 4 represents the summary results of the multivariate copula
functions with the corresponding parameters, maximum log-likelihood
ll( )max , and AIC. Based on the AIC, the results show that the Gumbel
copula is the most appropriate copula model regarding the case of
multivariate copulas. The same set of copula functions are employed for

the vine copula development and the selected vine copula model is il-
lustrated in Table 5. Similar to the procedure adopted for fitting the
marginal distributions, in this study we also applied graphical tools to
support the selection of the most suitable copula. Fig. 4 plots the con-
tours of the selected bivariate copulas for each pairs of the returns,
superimposed on empirical observations and simulated data derived
from the corresponding copulas.

Since there are three zones in this study it is pertinent to construct
three unique drawable D- and canonical C-vine copulas (Aas et al.,
2009). The vine copula with the construction data of VIC – SA – WA
combinations is selected among the three cases since this construction
yields the lowest AIC. It is noteworthy that the zone names imply the
nodes of the copula model with the corresponding and the respective
order whereas the dashed symbols denote the edges of the first tree of
the vine copula model construction.

Following the construction of optimal copula-statistical models, we
apply the copula-based Monte Carlo simulation and obtain 2700 si-
mulations (i.e., simulation is repeated in 100 times for the sample size
of 27 points) of the marginal returns for each zone from the chosen
Gumbel and the vine copula models (Nguyen-Huy et al., 2017, 2018).
For the purpose of comparison, the traditional multivariate-normal
distribution is also used in this study to generate another a set of si-
mulated data using the Monte Carlo simulation technique. In this case,
the marginal returns are assumed to follow a multivariate-normal dis-
tribution (i.e., the individual marginal return distributions and their
dependences are assumed to be normal). These three sets of randomly
simulated data (have been transformed back to the real values) are fi-
nally employed in the following geographical diversification analysis
and interpretation.

4.3. Mean-CVaR efficient frontiers

This section describes the mean-CVaR optimisations where the ex-
pected return of wheat farmer's portfolio are maximised subject to the
target risk (CVaR) constraint. Table 6 displays the examples of optimal
portfolios at three common confidence levels (i.e., 90%, 95%, and 99%)
from copula-based and conventional multivariate normal models. It is
noticed that, by definition, the CVaR risk measure evaluates the out-
comes versus the zero and, consequently, it is likely to have positive
and negative values. The reported values of the positive or greater than
zero CVaR (similar to the positive VaR) refers to the certain negative
outcomes (i.e., losses), and the negative CVaR correspond to certain
positive outcomes (i.e., the gains or the returns). For example, a value
of 95% CVaR of 0.10 (a positive value) refers to the scenario that the
expected return of the 135 worst scenarios (i.e., 5%*2700) is equal to
−10%, and conversely, a value of 95% CVaR of −0.10 (a negative
value) refers to the scenarios that the expected return of the 135 worst

Table 4
Copula parameters, maximum log-likelihood (llmax), and the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC).

Copula function Parameters llmax AIC

Gaussian ρ1 = 5526, ρ2 = 0.453, ρ3 = 0.395 6.060 −6.121
Student's t ρ1 = 0.417, ρ2 = 0.371, ρ3 = 0.282,

ν=4.000
5.526 −5.052

Clayton θ=0.655 4.980 −7.959
Gumbel θ=1.365 5.688 −9.376
Frank θ=2.189 3.679 −5.358
Joe θ=1.512 4.827 −7.653
Survival Clayton θ=0.654 4.722 −7.444
Survival Gumbel θ=1.342 4.980 −7.960
Survival Joe θ=1.482 4.379 −6.759

Table 5
Structure of vine copula model with parameters, maximum log-likelihood
(llmax), and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC).

Tree level Edge Copula
function

Parameter llmax AIC

SA as center: VIC – SA – WA
T1 VIC, SA Survival

Clayton
θ=0.949 8.389 −8.779

WA, SA Student's t ρ=1.604,
ν=2.000

T2 VIC|SA,
WA|SA

Survival Joe θ=1.560

VIC as center: SA – VIC – WA
T1 SA, VIC Survival

Clayton
θ=0.949 6.040 −6.079

WA, VIC Gumbel θ=1.370
T2 SA|VIC,

WA|VIC
Gumbel θ=1.082

WA as center: SA – WA – VIC
T1 SA, WA Student's t ρ=1.604,

ν=2.000
7.330 −6.660

VIC, WA Gumbel θ=1.370
T2 SA|WA,

VIC|WA
Survival
Clayton

θ=0.547

Fig. 4. Contour plots of selected bivariate copulas for each pairs of returns superimposed with standardized empirical observations (red points) and 1000 simulated
data (smaller grey points) derived from the corresponding survival Clayton, Student's t, and Gumbel copulas. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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scenarios is equal to 10%.
In order to compare the optimised values of mean-CVaR under

different distribution assumptions, the same targets of the expected
returns are selected for each confidence level. The two copula-based
portfolios produce a higher mean-CVaR value than the conventional
multivariate-normal portfolio. Thus, the results in Table 6 indicate that
if the joint distribution of the marginal returns is followed properly by a
non-normal distribution modelled as by the copulas, the wheat farmers
are likely to underestimate the minimum level of the risk measured by
mean-CVaR for a given expected return using the multivariate-normal

method. Since the marginal returns clearly do not follow the normal
distribution as shown in section 3.1 and Table 3, the risk level should be
measured based on the copula model.

The underestimation of risk under the assumption of a multivariate-
normal distribution is displayed clearly in Fig. 5. The mean-CVaR ef-
ficient frontier acquired from the traditional multivariate-normal
portfolio is plotted against those from the copula-based portfolios for
different confidence levels. As it can be seen from Fig. 5, the sig-
nificantly higher values of the frontiers can be observed from the co-
pula-based models compared to the multivariate-normal model. This is
because the copula-based models are able to account for the tails de-
pendences whereas the multivariate-normal distribution assumes the
coefficient of the tail dependence is zero, and therefore, it ignores the
co-movement in the tail of the joint distributions. As such, the portfolio
optimisation method relying on the conventional multivariate-normal
assumption might be less protective, whereas copula-based models are
more appropriate for farmers who are concerned with the extreme
losses of their farm profitability.

Regarding the copula-based portfolios, we can infer that the vine
copula is able to measure the risk much better than the Gumbel copula
for all considered confidence levels. It is because, by the construction
method, the vine copula models the dependences of each variable pairs
more flexible than the multivariate Archimedean copula (Bedford and
Cooke, 2002; Zhang and Singh, 2014). To examine this, we also inspect
the preservative capacity of the three model for modelling the de-
pendences among variable pairs. Fig. 6 displays a comparison of si-
mulated and observed rank-based correlation coefficients (Kendall's τ)
for the three models. It is clear that the vine approach is able to reserve
the dependences of all variable pairs compared to the multivariate
Gumbel and multivariate-normal model. Therefore, the Gumbel model
may overestimate the risks given the same target expected returns in
comparison to the vine model.

The single portfolios of each zone relative to the vine copula-based
frontiers are shown in Fig. 7. This figure reveals how risk reduction can
be achieved by a geographical diversification strategy. It can be seen
that the farmer's profitability currently growing wheat at VIC and WA
zones is below the efficient frontiers level whereas those for SA are on
the frontier curve. Geographical diversification is likely to improve the
profitability in both the VIC and the WA zones, but not in the SA
farming area for a given level of downside risk. Growing wheat in SA
could, therefore, face the maximum risk since it is located at the highest
point of the frontier curve, however, it has the possibility of reaching
the highest profitability as well. In addition, in the circumstances, the
producers could decide to be slightly less profitability by geographically
diversifying in order to reduce a relatively large downside risk. For
example, by allocating about 10% of their production area to VIC,
wheat producers in the SA region can adjust their expected profitability
in the worst 5% of the cases from approximately 33.98%–33.69% (i.e., a
reduction of 0.29%), which in turn can reduce the downside risk from
approximately 14.70%–11.51% (i.e., a risk reduction of 3.19%). This is
because the average marginal return (and the standard deviation) in SA
is just 3.67% higher (and 1.09% lower) than in VIC. The kurtosis (and
skewness) in the SA region is also 22.59% higher (and 27.06% lower)
than that in the VIC region (Table 3). By definition, the kurtosis factor is
able to measure whether the data are heavy-tailed or light-tailed

Table 6
Three examples of the optimal portfolios with the conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) and the target returns at 90%, 95%, and 99% confidence levels for the case of the
vine, Gumbel, and multivariate-normal (M-Normal) portfolios.

Copula Type 90% 95% 99%

Target Return Mean-CVaR Target Return Mean-CVaR Target Return Mean-CVaR

C-Vine 0.332 −0.0177 0.332 0.0680 0.332 0.2628
Gumbel 0.332 −0.0029 0.332 −0.0090 0.332 0.2611
M-Normal 0.332 −0.0651 0.332 −0.0229 0.332 0.0520

Fig. 5. Mean-CVaR efficient frontiers from the vine, Gumbel, and multivariate-
normal (i.e., M-Normal) model at confidence levels of 90%, 95% and 99%.
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relative to a normal distribution. Thus, we deduce that the SA region is
likely to have higher heavy tails or outliers in the lower tail (extreme
losses) since the high negative skewness implies the asymmetry to the
left of its marginal return distribution.

In accordance with the results, the ratios of the trade-off between
target risks and expected returns changes along the efficient frontiers.
In contrast to the high targets of the expected returns, the wheat pro-
ducers can increase their expected returns without exposing themselves
to higher risk through the geographical spread of wheat farms at the
lower levels of expected profitability. This is possible by balancing the
hectares allocated to the SA and VIC regions, and allocating a small part
to the WA region. This result is expected in terms of the reasons men-
tioned above between the SA and VIC zones. Importantly, WA has the
lowest average marginal return and the highest kurtosis and (absolute)

skewness. Therefore, the major benefits from growing in WA are de-
rived mostly from the low relationship (or opposite co-movement) of
the marginal returns with VIC and SA (see Table 1 and Fig. 2).

4.4. Optimal portfolio allocation

In this section, we analyse the optimal percentage allocation among
three growing zones. Firstly, we investigate the differences between a
feasible portfolio with equal weight (i.e., the total hectare is divided
equally into three zones) and an efficient CVaR portfolio. This com-
parison is performed by specifying the target expected return and then
optimising the portfolio which has the lowest risk for both cases. The
results illustrated in Table 7 indicate that the risk of the optimised ef-
ficient CVaR portfolio has been lowered from 3.45% to 3.37% for the
same target return.

We further explore on the optimal hectare allocation with the mean-
CVaR efficient frontiers. Fig. 8 represents the efficient allocation (i.e.,
optimal weight) (a), weighted returns (b), and the covariance risk
budgets (c) corresponding to different targets of the mean-CVaR effi-
cient frontiers (for 95% confidence level) for the vine copula-based
portfolios. Since the weighted return is the product of the optimal
weight (i.e., the hectare allocated) and corresponding marginal return,
its value illustrates the proportion of each zone contributing to the
expected marginal return. Thus, these figures appear to show a similar
pattern to figure (a).

It is clear that the optimal share allocated to each growing zone
varies depending on the different expected marginal returns and risk
levels. As expected, the optimal decision is to allocate all production to
the zone with the highest expected marginal return, i.e., SA in this case,
resulting in the maximum risk level. The optimal choice for the
minimum CVaR portfolio is to operate in all the three zones with the
highest proportion of growing land allocated to SA (50%), followed by
VIC (40%) and WA (10%). In order to achieve a medium to high level of
expected profitability, wheat should be grown mostly in SA and not at
all in WA. It is also optimal to allocate the majority of the land to SA
and VIC, and less than 10% to WA when targeting low to medium levels
of profitability and risk.

Figs. 9 and 10 are similar to Fig. 8, however, for the confidence
levels of 90% and 99%, respectively. It can be seen clearly that the
patterns of hectare allocation are different corresponding to the inter-
ested confidence levels. For the very worst cases (i.e., at the confidence
level of 99%), to optimize the minimum risk, the total hectare should be
allocated more in SA (55%) and lesser in WA (5%) since SA has the
lowest standard deviation.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the simulated (in box plots) and the observed (as red points) values of the Kendall's τ for the vine, Gumbel, and multivariate-normal (M-
Normal) model. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Mean-CVaR efficient frontiers at the 95% confidence level for the vine
copula model and single portfolios.

Table 7
Comparison of equal weight feasible and efficient CVaR portfolios (at 95%
confidence level).

Allocation and Risk
Level

VIC SA WA Expected
return

CVaR

Equal weight feasible portfolio

Hectare allocation 0.3333 0.3333 0.3333 0.3142 0.0345
Covariance risk budget 0.3702 0.2962 0.3336

Efficient CVaR portfolio

Hectare allocation 0.3978 0.3214 0.2808 0.3142 0.0337
Covariance risk budget 0.4603 0.2768 0.2630
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5. Discussion

It is not surprising that there is an argument on improving the ef-
ficiency of diversification strategies in agriculture. In the worst case
when a series of weather events are highly correlated, it is obvious there
may be no benefit of diversification. According to Mahul (1999), we
cannot diversify systemic risk if natural disasters occur concurrently
among a large number of farming systems. Some relevance may be
drawn from the study of Xu et al. (2010) in Germany, stating that
systemic weather risks are not possible to be diversified a regional scale.
Based on a study in the United States, Holly Wang and Zhang (2003)
stated that a wheat-cropping system can be geographically diversified
at the county level. Accordingly, the behavior of systemic weather risks
may be different over a global scale because of the differences in geo-
graphical topography and climatic conditions (Odening and Shen,
2014). In this study, geographical diversification has been examined as
a potentially effective strategy for risk reduction in an Australian
farming system. This study is important since portfolio managers can
achieve an optimal portfolio with specifically required target risks and
expected returns through the proposed copula-based mean-CVaR ap-
proach. This can be performed by adjusting the proportion of the total
growing hectare to acquire an optimal return-risk trade-off.

In regards to the methodology, the copula-based model is found to
be superior to the conventional multivariate-normal approach. It is
expected since the distribution of the marginal returns is not normal

and our results are in agreement with the study of Larsen et al. (2015).
However, while that author applied only the multivariate copulas with
lower tail, our study is employed copula functions that have either
lower tail or upper tail for more flexible and appropriate description of
data dependences. Furthermore, the vine copula is found to be better
than the multivariate copula (as used in the study of Larsen et al., 2013)
in modelling the dependence structures of the joint distribution by re-
serving the dependences among variable pairs. This finding reconfirms
the advantages of the vine copulas stated in Brechmann (2010) and
found by Zhang and Singh (2014).

This study points out several challenges in copula model develop-
ment that could form the subject of further investigation to address
these limitations. One such challenge is that underlying uncertainties in
the model that could influence of result when estimating the copula
parameters, including the potential sources of error that are derived
from data management and model structures generated by a purely
statistical approach. This could lead to major issues, where some of the
copula parameters may equally fit the statistical goodness-of-fit test
(Sadegh et al., 2018; Vrugt et al., 2003) but may in fact carry errors
within them to confound the overall accuracy of the simulated data.
This problem could also affect the process of finding a unique combi-
nation of copula parameters that are considerably superior to the
others. Furthermore, one combination of copula parameters may be
either be better than the others based on the goodness-of-fit measure or
it may be worse in respect to another parameter. For example, if a

Fig. 8. The percentage of hectare allocation among the three wheat zones at the 95% confidence level for the vine copula-based portfolios.
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copula family is selected according to the Bayesian Information Criteria
(BIC), the penalty for a two-parameter copula (e.g., Student's t, BB1,
BB6, etc.) could be greater than that based on the AIC value
(Schepsmeier et al., 2017).

It is also worth noting that the estimation of copula parameters
relies on the period of observed data (Nguyen-Huy et al., 2018; Sadegh
et al., 2018). This means that the dependence structure between any
observations could vary with the time factor, resulting in different se-
lection of copulas for modelling the relationship between the same
objects. For example, in our previous study (Nguyen-Huy et al., 2018),
the copula combination was different in each k-fold cross-validation
process where the dataset was split into different training and testing
subsamples. Therefore, the use of an acceptable group of samples to
reflect more information about the system behavior is encouraged ra-
ther than finding the best parameter combination which is implied as
the true representative of the system (Sadegh et al., 2018). In addition,
according to Sadegh and Vrugt (2014), choosing the best copula para-
meter combination may lead to an underestimation of the uncertainties
of the entire system. Finally, the limited length of the data can plausibly
affect the accuracy of the parameter estimation by increasing the un-
certainties (Bevacqua et al., 2017). All these reasons, and others, war-
rant a further investigation to mitigate the complications in selecting
the best copula model as well as the best parameters of the optimal
copula function.

The present study also comes with common assumptions that have

been reported in published literature. First, this study does not account
for the cost of growing crops in different zones (Larsen et al., 2015).
Second, it is assumed that the marginal distribution does not change
over the passage of time (Sadegh et al., 2018; Sadegh and Vrugt, 2014).
Finally, since the statistical model was developed using historical data,
this data is not able to account for the scenarios which have not been
occurred before. This means the model cannot be easily adjusted to
accommodate for the changes in factors such as climate, technology,
and cultivation practices. Therefore, in order to achieve more robust-
ness diversification benefits, it is important to incorporate the impacts
of all the costs that may occur in geographical distributing the farm
system as well as performing the model with under many projected
scenarios.

6. Conclusion

In this study, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of applying a
geographical diversification strategy to agricultural risk management.
The mean-CVaR, the most popular and appropriate measure of down-
side risk, was calculated using the copula-based approach. Compared to
the traditional multivariate-normal model, the copula-statistical ap-
proach was able to flexibly model the joint distribution of different
types of marginal datasets including those of the non-normal distribu-
tions. Furthermore, the study revealed that the vine copula-statistical
models were able to capture the full range of different dependence

Fig. 9. The percentage of hectare allocation among the three wheat zones at the 90% confidence level for the vine copula-based portfolios.
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structures and in particular the case where the joint distribution of
marginal returns exhibits the tail dependence, as also revealed in earlier
studies on precipitation and wheat yield forecasting (Nguyen-Huy et al.,
2017, 2018).

Although the results have useful implications for three major wheat
growing zones in Australia including VIC Mallee, SA Eyre Peninsula,
and WA North and East Wheat Belt, the approach is applicable to other
agricultural regions and crops outside of Australia. This is because the
models have a good ability to analyse joint dependences, and able to
examine the potential assistance that can be offered to the farmers as
part of the optimised geographical strategy in agricultural risk reduc-
tion. The approach is fairly justified to be used as a broad method for
modelling such problems since the multivariate joint distribution of the
marginal returns was constructed by the copula function and then
evaluated against the multivariate-normal approach for comparison
purposes. To optimize the method, the CVaR criteria were calculated
using scenarios from Monte Carlo simulation methods and the portfolio
optimisation was attained by maximising the expected marginal return
for given target levels of CVaR.

The optimised mean-CVaR results, as described by the corre-
sponding efficient frontier and optimal hectare allocation, indicated
that using geographical diversification to downside risk is viable. To be
more specific, the risk can be reduced for wheat producers in VIC and
WA region since both regions are located below the efficient frontiers.
To explain this, we consider SA, which was located on the frontier

curve, and therefore meant that zone was able to obtain the least
benefit from geographical diversification. Nevertheless, it was also
evident that SA was able to gain a relatively large risk reduction by
reducing the marginal return in a subtle way from the geographical
diversification since it was located at the riskiest point of the frontier
curve. In general, three optimal portfolio models in this study showed
that the geographical diversification strategy was an achievable tool for
agricultural risk modelling and management. However, the optimal
share of the hectares allocated to each zone varied depending on the
target risk and the profitability that the wheat producers expect.

The results in this paper also indicate the advantages of the copula
method in addressing the lower tail dependence of the joint return
distribution. That is, if the marginal returns are not normally dis-
tributed (as it is the case in this study), the multivariate-normal model
is likely to underestimate the minimum level of the downside risk at a
given target of expected marginal return by discounting the existence of
the lower tail dependence in the model. In this case, the copula ap-
proach developed in this paper is more appropriate and can be used to
analyse the benefits of the geographical diversification strategy. It was
evident that the vine copula performed better than the Gumbel copula
since it allowed each variable pairs to be modelled by different copula
functions.

Considering the results and their interpretation it is concluded that
wheat producers could possibly achieve a higher expected return given
the same level of downside risk by dividing the crops among the three

Fig. 10. The percentage of hectare allocation among the three wheat zones at the 99% confidence level for the vine copula-based portfolios.
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zones. While the results are at a regional scale, the method can be ex-
tended to a farm level as well as to the other crops. This study, however,
was unable to account for the costs that could possibly occur when
growing in different places, a dataset that could add value to the
modelling strategy followed in this paper. Thus, a follow-up study could
take into account the cost-related components in the performance of
geographical diversification strategy. Finally, a potential avenue of
future research could also be to consider the spatio-temporal impact of
climate conditions on the marginal returns across the different zones.
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